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Description of the PhD thesis project

Focus of the team: the team focuses on the role RNA-binding proteins in cancer biology and anticancer therapies (genome instability and genotoxic chemotherapy, oncogenic signaling pathways and targeted therapies, cancer-immune cells cross-talk and immunotherapy). The team uses a combination of approaches (biochemical analyses of RNA, proteins and their interactions, genome-wide analyses of RNA regulation (RNA-seq, 3’seq, polysome profiling) and RNA-protein interactions (iCLIP), analyses of cancer cell phenotypes in cell culture, tumor biology in vivo and patients’ tumors).

PhD project: In spite of the recent progress in the field of metastatic melanoma treatment, this cancer remains with a dreadful prognosis because resistance occurs in the majority of patients. Given that cancer cells rely on aerobic glycolysis for energy production, several drugs have been developed to target cellular metabolism. However, targeting metabolism may also affect immune cells function, preventing their contribution to tumor elimination. The metabolic status of tumor cells, mediated by the effects of a cascade of glycolytic enzymes (GE), is a critical parameter of melanoma biology. Recent data demonstrated that some GE could bind to mRNAs and influence their translation level.

In addition, the team has contributed to the demonstration that regulation of mRNA translation is involved in cancer hallmarks. We propose to explore the impact of GE on mRNA translation, highlighting a different perspective by which GE may affect melanoma biology.

The project focuses on the non-canonical RNA binding activity of GE, with the primary aim to identify mRNAs regulated at the level of translation by direct binding to GE. It will evaluate the potential anti-tumor effect of disrupting these interactions.

Beyond defining the functions of GE-mRNA interactions and their significance in melanoma cells, it is expected that new targets for alternative therapeutic modalities for cancer are identified.
International, interdisciplinary & intersectoral aspects of the project

**International:** Collaboration with international teams combining biochemical and systems-level approaches to investigate the connections between gene expression and cell metabolism, and their roles in human disease.

**Intersectorial:** The project will be developed in connection with an ongoing project of creation of a start-up company that aims to develop small molecule inhibitors of mRNA translation.

**Interdisciplinary:** Translational aspects with onco-dermatologists and collaborations with bioinformaticians.
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Expected profile of the candidate

Applicants should have a strong desire to explore RNA-protein interaction with molecular biology tools and should show solid capacity for independent and creative thinking. Background in molecular biology and cancer biology is strongly recommended. Background in bioinformatics is a plus but not compulsory.